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Portrait of a cross-border urban area I 
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Portrait of a cross-border urban area II 

Since 1990 cross-border Interreg programmes 

in the Greater Region 
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Portrait of a cross-border urban area III 



 
Cross-border polycentric metropolitan 
regions  
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Governance: Institutional integration 
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“Commission Régionale 

Saar-Lor-Lux-Trêve/Ouest 

-Palatinat”(1971) 

“Summit of the 

Executives”(2010) 
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“very important barriers” to cross-border cooperation  

Greater Region (in %, n=126) (Source: ESPON Project Metroborder 
Team) 
 



Scheme for common territorial development 
Greater Region 

Elaboration during a process 2013-2018 

(studies, workshops with expert and stakeholder involvement) 

 

Up to now 3 documents elaborated: 

 

 The Metropolitan dimension of the Greater Region 

 Priority Transport projects with regard to the metropolitan 
development of the Greater Region 

 Preparatory Study with regard to theme of  Economy   
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Opportunities for cooperation 

.....in order to increase competitivness („together we are 
stronger“) 

 response to common challenges, like future demographic 
change and expected lack of qualified workers  

Coopetition in the field of logistics and tourism 

Economic cross-border clusters  

Network of Universities, University of the Greater Region 

Networking in the health sector, hospitals 

Environmental continious spaces (biodiversity, resilience) 

 

Interreg Projects Greater Region, for example: 

Project: University of the Greater Region 

Project: Cooperation in Tourism 

Project: Plurionet, Cultural webportal 
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Functional Integration 

 
Localisation of 
emergency services 
and total number 
of beds of the 
hospitals having an 
emergency medical 
service 



Urban border cities: from margins to 
interfaces?  
 
•The « debordering » process of internal European borders  

•Cross-border cooperation: a serious issue for the EU regional 
policy  

•Cities tend to acquire more competencies and more power 

The border as a ressource for some cities 

 

Linking up small and medium cities  

To provide an international image of the border region  

Through the promotion of the territory to foreign investors  

Through the development of a more attractive and welcoming 
image of the cross-border area  
(Source: Antoine Decoville, Liser 2015) 
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